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About This Game

Minimalist puzzle game with calm music. The player's goal is to make a box falling on the platform.
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 + 100 Levels
 + 600 Achievements

 + Calm relaxing music
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Title: Next 4
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Pirotexnik
Publisher:
Pirotexnik
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3 / AMD A6 2.4Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Recommended monitor: 16:9, 16:10

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian,Finnish,Cz
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I like to give every game a shot before I judge upon it. However with this game, I found it to be a lot of fun right off the bat.
Usually I am not one for these types of games but after having the game recommended by a friend, I can comfortably say that I
have enjoyed this game. It is a nice simple operation, jump-right-in, type of game-play. You do not have to think too hard and
you can simply just play around and have fun exploring. I am excited to see what the developer has in the works for the future
of this game. Nothing special, just fun for a while.

Wish I could give it a neutral review.. died too easily. its a flash game you can find for free other places. I'm going to be blunt
here: this game is not good. This game feels more like it should be in a phone store, rather than Steam. The game is buggy, the
mechanics are flawed, and the levels are finger-ripping off hard. And I'm not talking about
X-Com type of hard, I'm talking as if I don't think the levels were tested if they were possible or not.

The game feels rushed, and for some reason there is a story element in the game which it doesn't expand on. Unless you get the
coupon for being 90% off (Which I am now instantly regretting I didn't get) or you get a free verson of it, This game isn't worth
it. The 79p (or dollar) would be better spent.. Part of my favorite series of games, The city building, trading, I found this game
after being a huge fan to the New Horizon series for the SNES, I grew up playing this series, and never ended up beating any of
the 6 different characters as the hours required was amazing, If this is your style of game check out the Uncharted Waters
MMO, The graphics are a bit dated, but the game is amazingly fun none the less. Patrician IV is a top down look, different than
the old and new Uncharted Waters series. Each click of a building brings a dialog, hiring, pirates, new navigators, buying
weapons, attacking ships, trading, expeditions, and building your own automatic trade route to fund your cities.. This game
forced me to spend 600 dollars on my pc just so that i could max out the settings. Look at my time playing! Somehow i still have
my wife. Life is good. Get this game.. Waste of time downloading this garbage. Ok, sooooo. I like it. SO FAR! This game has
soooo much potential. It looks like a game that I would totally spend hours a day on. Like Factorio, Production Line etc.
However this game has a good feel to it, like using the pallet jack to move products around your factory, pallet wrapping your
outgoing products. Its actually pretty cool. Simple enough but descent graphics, being able to pan the camera around gives you
the 3D view. It just has some bugs that hang you up. Havent gotten past the tutorial. You can, just have to be very careful. I
restarted the game like 10 times to redo an action or not knowing how to do something. I want to see where this game will go.
Devs lets get this game where it needs to be. More content and just a little help with the routing and item interactions. This one
will be GOOD!!!!
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Wow, this demo really impressed me. I downloaded because it was free and had a horseriding mechanic, which I have yet to see
in any other VR game. All I expected was a horse riding game and thats what is was for the first couple minutes.... but after
that... what I got was a cool "supernaturalish" type RPG with awesome powers and story with good potential. I feel that any
future promotion for the full game needs to focus more on the powers and abilities so that people like me don't write it off
immediately.

Now, this game seems like it could be really cool, but there are some things that bother me, especially the "fuzziness" of the
enviroments. The graphics need to be much sharper. Also as other have said, the voice acting could be better and the characters
lips don't move when they talk. The direction of the NPC's voices was always off, every time they would talk it would sound
like their voice was coming from behind me or the side of me. The horseriding was good, and I'm not susceptible to VR
sickness, but I could definitely see how the turning mechanic on the horse could make people sick easily (it feels disorienting
even for me). Lastly, the AI in the "boss fight" needs some tuning, as sometimes I'd be standing right infront of him and he
would not attack at all. That whole fight in general needs some more direction for the player, bc I wasn't sure if I was supposed
to use telekinesis on him or use the shield to parry him. His armor and weapon were sick though!

Anyway, if this game has other RPG elements like weapons/ armor equiping and more powers then it would be an instant buy
for me. TRY THIS DEMO! It's a great and it's free!. A great game, one of the best in the series, second upgrade and non-
restricted skillwheel [unlike that stupid Homm7], much better designed faction skill and many more is the best feature of all
Homm series

Download the mods like AI enhance/ overhaul... It is worth buying!!

Only downside is it graphic is a bit old... but gameplay is awesome!!. Whoever wrote the critiques for this game must have been
drunk -- that's the only way I could see myself going "Yeah, this ten minute game was awesome and would be totally awesome
to play the same damn thing over and over! Weeee!"

I'm sorry, but a ten minute game is not worth 10$. If I want to play a game for a dollar a minute, I'd play WoW.. Impossible on
level 3. Nothing take perm damage and when you retreat all the ships have respawned. Ive tried and tried on level 3 and though I
can kill fleets and starships they all upgrade to fast to where it stalls and ends. Its easy on other difficulties but impossible on
level 3. needs more balance.

Overall good for its price though.. Interesting proposal even for none game developers... This series gives a nice perspective of
what its like to be a game dev and the fun game jams can be.

It also shows the outcome of a game jam which is sometimes rare to see in game jam documentaries or videos...

devs tried to make the deadline work but somehow it didnt... so cant really say im pleased with that...

but for those buying it post launched... its definetly worth it...

refreshing and unique.. Best Naval Action game going. Unique in that you can be the pilot of a fighter in air-to-air combat,
switch to be the captain ofa a cruiser, switch to be the pilot of a torpedo bomber, then to control the flight deck of a carrier, and
then to a map to issue commands to anyone & everyone. All this while you start to attack or as the battle rages. Based on real
battles in the Pacific Theater during WWII.. This game is good, but I can't play because I am noob and I have to learn it how to
play.
The graphic is good and the backround too. The game is hard and not short so you have to play a lot if you want to see the end
of the game. And the achievements are hards too.. It has potential like TES:Oblivion or even Skyrim. But it has (for me at least)
unforgivable bugs. Also the insanely long loading screen times are literally 5 mins long even with a decent rig. The looting is
strange as hell. You literally have to aim at the loot and press a button to pick it up. The fighting animations are strange also.
When you attack your legs stop working and you just slide on the surface so lol.
Wtb proprer game with non missing developers.
Until those fixes its a no from me.. I'm a bit of a VR sword combat connosieur so I had to try this. Went in with fairly low
expections but it's not bad! Combat isn't the strong point it's more on the arcade side but still pretty satisfying with multiple
weapons.
The graphics are amazing. Better than expected.
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The game sort of reminds of of Way of the Samurai which is a good thing.
Unfortunatly WMR headsets suffer from the dreaded Unreal Engine screen warping bug. It's still playable but please fix this!
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